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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate a novel tunable true-time delay
line with separate carrier tuning using dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder
modulator and stimulated Brillouin scattering-induced slow light. The phase
of the optical carrier can be continuously and precisely controlled by simply
adjusting the dc bias of the dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator. In
addition, both the slow light and single-sideband modulation can be
simultaneously achieved in the stimulated Brillouin scattering process with
three types of configuration. Finally, the true-time delay technique is clearly
verified by a two-tap incoherent microwave photonic filter as the free
spectral range of the filter is changed.
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1. Introduction
Tunable photonic delay lines have attracted considerable attention due to their wide range of
potential applications [1,2], such as phased array antennas (PAA), microwave photonic filters
(MPF) and arbitrary waveform generators. In PAA, true-time delay (TTD) beamforming is an
effective way to solve the well-known beam squint problem [3]. Similarly, TTDs have also to
be introduced to most MPFs which rely on discrete-time signal processing using real valued
coefficients.
Among various optical TTD techniques [4–11], stimulated Brillouin scattering- (SBS)
induced slow light has been extensively investigated as one promising approach to provide
all-optically controlled and continuously tunable signal delaying [8,12–16]. However, the
slow light-induced TTDs suffer from the limitation that the product between the maximum
delay time and the signal bandwidth is constant. As a result, only modest time delay can be
expected for broadband baseband signals. On the other hand, for optical communication
systems, the small bandwidth of the SBS gain profile (~40 MHz in standard optical fibers)
results in large distortion of the delayed pulses for data rates beyond 40 Mb/s using a
monochromatic pump light [15]. However, the bandwidth limitation in SBS-based slow light
can be overcome by pump spectral broadening technique [12–15]. In most broadband
applications, the RF carrier frequency is much higher than the data signal bandwidth. It means
that no information is carried in the wide frequency range between the optical carrier (OC)
and the single-sideband (SSB) microwave envelope. In this context, a new concept of separate
carrier tuning (SCT) has been proposed by Morton et al. to overcome this limitation [17].
Instead of having a constant time delay across the entire spectral bandwidth of the optical
signal, the time delay only needs to be constant at the modulation sideband, as long as the
phase of the OC is adjusted. Such concept relaxes the bandwidth requirement of the tunable
delay lines down to the spectral bandwidth of the data signal which is modulated onto the RF
carrier. It is especially important when high-frequency RF carriers are employed.
Recently, the validity of the SCT approach has been experimentally verified by Sancho
and Chin et al [18,19]. In [18], a reconfigurable MPF has been demonstrated using a fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) for OC phase-shifting and a SBS process for slow light system.
However, the OC phase-shifting is unstable since FBG is sensitive to the environmental
temperature and fluctuation. Moreover, the FBG leads to RF power variation when the phase
of the OC is tuned since the optical power of OC is changed simultaneously. In order to
overcome this problem, both OC phase compensator and slow light system have been
implemented by SBS in [19]. The optical power of the OC remains unaltered when its phase
is tuned by the SBS-induced phase shift since the gain and loss for the OC is mutually
canceled out [19,20]. However, the use of two SBS processes makes the system complex and
the lower RF frequency of the systems is limited to several gigahertz both in [18] and [19] by
the bandwidth of the FBG notch filter, which is employed to block one of the modulation
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sidebands to realize SSB modulation. Although the SSB modulation can be achieved by
connecting a dual-driver Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) to quadrature inputs [21], a perfect
90° hybrid RF splitter where the outputs differ in phase by 90° over a wide RF bandwidth is
still a challenge. Various techniques to achieving SSB modulation without relying on a nonperfect hybrid RF splitter should be pursued.
This paper presents a novel tunable TTD line with SCT using dual-parallel (DP) MZM
and SBS-induced slow light. Compared with the OC phase-shifting methods reported in
[18,19] using additional FBG or SBS-induced phase-shifting process, the phase of the OC in
our method can be continuously and precisely tuned up to 360° by simply adjusting the dc
bias of the modulator without using any complementary elements. This would significantly
reduce the complexity of the system and increase the stability of the TTD line. In addition,
both the SBS-induced slow light and SSB modulation can be simultaneously achieved in the
SBS process without using any optical filters. Three types of SBS-induced slow light and SSB
modulation configuration are demonstrated. On the other hand, the RF signal in the proposed
method is frequency-tunable. In principle, the proposed technique works for arbitrarily high
RF, which is only limited by the bandwidth of the optical transmitter and receiver employed.
Finally, we apply the TTD line for an incoherent two-tap MPF for a proof-of-concept
demonstration of our method.
2. Separate carrier tuning concept
We consider a SSB modulated optical signal comprising an OC and a single sideband at
frequency vC and vC + vRF, respectively. In most broadband applications, the RF signal has a
finite bandwidth ΔvRF of typically 10~30% of the RF frequency vRF. Conventionally, TTD
operation requires a pure and distortion-free delay on input RF signals, independently of the
RF frequency, i.e. a linear phase slope across the entire spectral range between OC and the
data sideband as shown in Fig. 1(a). The RF group delays is given by

TRF 

 (vC  vRF )   (vC )
2 vRF

(1)

In Fig. 1(b), the SBS-induced slow light imparts a constant group delay over the frequency
range ΔvRF centered at frequency of vC + vRF, the signal delay time is given by:
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Fig. 1. Principle to perform TTD over the RF signal bandwidth ΔvRF by (a) conventional
method and (b) SCT technique.

Since no information is conveyed between the wide frequency range between OC and
modulation sideband, according to the SCT concept, TTD operation over the entire RF
frequency range can be simply achieved by imparting a proper phase shifting to OC to make
signal and RF group delays match, deduced from the expression [19]:
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where the phase shift at the center of SBS (φ(vC + vRF)) is zero. In addition, the tuning of the
OC phase φ(vC) can be performed modulus 2π, thus a 360° OC phase-tuning is enough to
perform TTD operation [19].
3. True-time delay line
The SCT technique consists of two parts: the separately tuning of the OC phase and imparting
a constant group delay over the frequency range of interest ΔvRF. In fact, the separately tuning
of the OC phase needs a frequency independent RF phase shifter. In our scheme, this is
realized by a commercial x-cut integrated DPMZM (Photline MXIQ-LN-40) as shown in Fig.
2. The DPMZM is structured as two MZMs (MZM1 and MZM2) set in parallel and forming a
third MZM (MZM3).
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CS-DSB+OC
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 (vC )
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Fig. 2. Structure of the DPMZM, along with the schematic optical spectra at different
locations.

In the DPMZM, MZM1 was fed by an RF signal and was biased at null point (V 1 = 7.07
V) to implement carrier suppressed-double sideband (CS-DSB) modulation. MZM2 had no
driven signal and was biased at maximum transmission point (V 2 = –5.62 V) to allow the OC
to pass through. They were combined together in MZM3 to achieve a CS-DSB + OC signal.
A phase difference φ(vC) between CS-DSB and OC signals was then generated by controlling
the dc bias of MZM3, V3 [22]. When V3 = 9.85 V, the phase difference φ(vC) = 0. This biased
voltage of V3 was obtained by observing the maximum output power of the DPMZM or the
maximum peak of the beat note between OC and sidebands on the electrical spectrum
analyzer (ESA) through a photodetector (PD). Therefore, we can independently tune the
phase of OC in such modulation process. Notice, however, that the output of the DPMZM is a
DSB modulated signal, which must be further processed to achieve SSB modulation.
Figure 3 depicts the schematic configuration of the TTD system. It consists of two main
building blocks to realized TTD operation. The upper part performs the OC phase tuning and
SBS process while the lower part of the diagram is dedicated to prepare and deliver the pump
required for the implementation of SBS-based tunable delay and realize SSB modulation. The
OC from a tunable laser source (TLS) emitting at 1549.952 nm was divided into two branches
by an optical coupler (C1). In the upper branch, 90% OC was launched to the DPMZM,
driven by the RF signal to be delayed and biased as described above, to generate a CS-DSB +
OC modulated signal. An optical isolator was added to ensure unidirectional transmission.
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True-Time Delay System
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Fig. 3. Schematic configuration of the TTD system (TLS: tunable laser source; C1 and C2:
optical coupler; DPMZM: dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator; DSF: dispersion shifted
fiber; OC: optical circulator; EDFA1 and EDFA2: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; VOA:
variable optical attenuator; PC: polarization controller; PD: photodetector; VNA: vector
network analyzer; OSA: optical spectrum analyzer).

In the lower branch, 10% OC was amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA1)
and fed to a MZM driven by an RF signal of frequency vP and biased at null point to generate
a CS-DSB modulated signal. This signal was then amplified by EDFA2 and acted as the
pump signal. The pump power was controlled using a variable optical attenuator (VOA) to
precisely adjust the amount of group delay. A polarization controller (PC) was added to
control the polarization state of the pump signal in order to maximize the Brillouin
interaction.
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Fig. 4. Three types of CS-SSB + OC modulation are realized by counterpropagating a CS-DSB
+ OC signal at a frequency of vRF and a CS-DSB pump signal at a frequency of vP in a length of
DSF: Type I (vRF<vP, vP = vRF + vB), Type II (vRF>vB, vP = vRF-vB) and Type III (vRF<vB, vP = vBvRF).
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An optical circulator (OC) was used to counterpropagate the pump and the CS-DSB + OC
modulated signals in a 4.1 km dispersion shifted fiber (DSF). DSF instead of a standard single
mode fiber is employed to reduce the chromatic dispersion introduced in the TTD line. In the
DSF, SBS generates both Brillouin gain and loss. The central frequencies of the Brillouin gain
and loss profiles are down-shifted and up-shifted by vB (the Brillouin frequency) from the
pump frequency, respectively. For the 1549.952 nm pump signal, the Brillouin frequency vB
was measured to be 10.492 GHz for the DSF used in the experiment. By properly setting the
driven frequency vP of the MZM in the lower branch, we can achieve that one sideband of the
CS-DSB + OC modulated signal locating at the Brillouin loss profile suffers attenuation,
while the other sideband of the Stokes signal locating at the Brillouin gain profile is
consequently amplified [23]. Therefore, CS-SSB + OC modulation and SBS-induced slow
light (within the Brillouin gain profile) were simultaneously achieved. Figure 4 shows three
types of SBS-induced slow light and CS-SSB + OC modulation configuration: Type I (vRF<vP,
vP = vRF + vB), Type II (vRF>vB, vP = vRF-vB) and Type III (vRF<vB, vP = vB-vRF). The Brillouin
gain and SBS-induced optical phase shifting spectra are also illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Measured optical spectra of the (a) pump, (b) CS-DSB + OC modulated (before SBS),
and CS-SSB + OC modulated (after SBS) signals for Type I modulation (vRF = 8 GHz, vP =
18.492 GHz).

Figure 5 shows the measured optical spectra of the pump, CS-DSB + OC modulated
(before SBS), and CS-SSB + OC modulated (after SBS) signals for Type I modulation. The
RF signal from a vector network analyzer (VNA) at the frequency of 8 GHz (vRF) with RF
power of 13 dBm was fed to the DPMZM. To implement the Type I modulation, the MZM
driven frequency vP was set at 18.492 GHz with RF power of 2 dBm. The optical spectrum of
the pump signal, as shown in Fig. 5(a), was measured at point A (see Fig. 3). The residual OC
is show to be 20 dB below the sidebands. This suppression ratio was sufficient to avoid
having the residual OC induce any significant Brillouin gain or loss. The pump power injected
into the DSF was 12.7 dBm. Figure 5(b), measured from the 5% port of C2 (see Fig. 3),
shows the optical spectra of the CS-DSB + OC modulated (before SBS) and CS-SSB + OC
modulated (after SBS) signals, where the upper-frequency sideband of the CS-DSB + OC
modulated signal is amplified by the upper-frequency sideband of the pump signal, while the
lower-frequency sideband of the CS-DSB + OC modulated signal is consequently attenuated
by the lower-frequency sideband of the pump wave in the SBS process. The CS-SSB + OC
modulation has an undesired sideband suppression ratio (USSR, i.e. the power ratio of the
amplified sideband and the attenuated sideband) of larger than 25 dB as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Figure 6 shows the measured USSR versus vRF for a fixed pump power of 14.4 dBm. More
than 27 dB of USSR was achieved from 4 to 20 GHz for different types of CS-SSB + OC
modulation configuration. The variations in the USSR were mainly attributed to the frequency
response of the DPMZM. For vRF = 10.492 GHz, the MZM in the lower branch of the TTD
system was saved since the pump signal was provided by the OC. The measurement from 4 to
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20 GHz was limited by the 0.01nm resolution bandwidth of optical spectrum analyzer (OSA)
and the bandwidth of the devices employed. In principle, arbitrarily high RF signal with CSSSB + OC modulation could be performed if high-frequency devices could be available.
31
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Fig. 6. Measured USSR versus vRF for a fixed pump power of 14.4 dBm. Different types of CSSSB + OC modulation configuration were used in the measurement.

When the CS-SSB + OC modulated signal (see Fig. 5(b)) was detected by the PD, the
phase shift of the OC is directly translated to the conveyed RF signal. Note that the RF phase
shift is independent of the RF frequency. Figure 7 shows a nearly linear phase shift of the 8
GHz RF signal with respect to the bias voltage (V3) of the DPMZM. The VNA was calibrated
under V3 = 1.27 V. A full 360° RF phase shift was achieved when the dc bias of the DPMZM
was tuned from 13.3 to 15.72 V. This is essential requirement to compensate any value of
φ(vC) for TTD operation.
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Fig. 7. Phase shift of the 8GHz RF signal with respect to the control voltage (V 3) of the
DPMZM.

In our scheme, the SBS process is not only used to achieve SSB modulation, but also used
to induce a linear phase shift in the vicinity of the SSB modulation sideband. Figure 8 shows
the phase of the RF signal as a function of the RF frequency in the vicinity of 8 GHz while the
pump power of the SBS delay line is varied. For each pump power, the RF phase shift
exhibits a linear variation with respect to the RF frequency in a 15 MHz frequency range
centered at 8 GHz. The time delay varies from 2.5 to 24 ns while the pump power is changed
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from 5.7 to 14.4 dBm. For TTD operation, the OC phase shift has to be adjusted for each
delay by tuning the dc bias of the DPMZM. Therefore, the SCT delay line can operate as a
TTD element, providing a tunable TTD up to 24 ns with an instantaneous RF bandwidth of 15
MHz.
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Fig. 8. The phase of the RF signal measured by the VNA as a function of the RF frequency in
the vicinity of 8 GHz while the pump power of the SBS delay line is varied.

Figure 9(a) shows the spectral profile of the SBS gain resonance while the RF frequency
vRF was swept in the vicinity of the resonance with pump power of 13.4 dBm. A moderate
amplitude change of 3 dB is observed in a 15 MHz frequency range. The USSR of the CSSSB + OC modulated signal (vRF = 8 GHz) with respect to the pump powers is shown in Fig.
9(b). Note that a short delay time needs a low pump power, which results in a low USSR. The
low USSR will affect the SSB performance of the system. Hence there is a trade off between
the high USSR and the short delay time. A possible method to overcome this problem is to
broaden the SBS bandwidth by pump modulation [12–15]. Since the maximum achievable
delay is inversely proportional to the SBS bandwidth, a broadened SBS bandwidth may lead
to a short group delay while preserving high pump power as well as high USSR.
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Fig. 9. (a) SBS gain profile and (b) the USSR of the CS-SSB + OC modulated signal (vRF = 8
GHz) with respect to the pump powers.

4. Reconfigurable microwave photonic filter
In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed TTD line, we applied it for a reconfigurable
MPF. Figure 10 depicts the schematic configuration of a two-tap incoherent MPF. The
transfer function of this structure is given by

H (v)  a1  a2  ei (2 vT ) .

(4)

where a1 and a2 are the filter taps coefficients that can be real or complex, and T is the basic
delay of the filter.
BPF
TLS1

TTD System

PD
VOA

RF
TLS2

4.1 km
DSF

VNA

3-dB
Coupler

MZM
VOA

Fig. 10. Schematic configuration of a two-tap incoherent MPF. TLS1 and TLS2: tunable laser
source, TTD system: true time delay system (as illustrated in Fig. 3), BPF: tunable optical
band-pass filter, MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator; DSF: dispersion shifted fiber; VOA:
variable optical attenuator, PD: photodetector, VNA: vector network analyzer.

Two distinct tunable laser sources (TLS1 and TLS2) were used in the experiment. They
are naturally incoherent. Thus, the minimal time delay in the filter is not limited by the
coherence length of the laser and it makes possible to achieve a higher free spectral range
(FSR) for the filter [19]. The frequency distance between two lasers was adjusted at 100 GHz
(TLS1: 1549.952nm, TLS2: 1549.152 nm) to avoid signal distortion caused by the beating
signal between two lasers. The RF signal from the output port of the VNA was split by an RF
power splitter. Then the two same RF signals were applied to the DPMZM and a conventional
signal-driver MZM. Light outputs from TLS1 and TLS2 were fed to the DPMZM and the
signal-driver MZM, respectively. The real coefficient of the filter is generated in the lower
arm. The upper arm was used to implement tunable TTD operation. Two VOAs were added to
provide amplitude balance between the two arms. Then the optical signals from two arms
were combined to mutually interfere in the PD by a 3-dB optical coupler and the filter
frequency response was measured by the VNA.
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Fig. 11. Measured optical spectra before and after the BPF.

To check the filter tunability, we first measured the basic delay of the filter when pump in
the TTD system was turned off. In order to realize SSB modulation without using the SBS,
we added a tunable band-pass filter (BPF) after the TTD system to block the lower frequency
sideband of the CS-DSB + OC modulated signal as shown in Fig. 10. The optical spectra
before and after the BPF are shown in Fig. 11. The modulation frequency (vRF) was 8 GHz.
USSR of 18 dB was achieved.
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Fig. 12. Measured (blue line, after filtering and green line, by adjusting V 3) and simulated (red
line) frequency response of the MPF.

Figure 12 shows the measured filter response (blue line) when the bias voltage of the
DPMZM, V3, was adjusted to 9.85 V. In this case, the phase difference φ(vC) between CSDSB and OC signals at the output of DPMZM is zero. The two branches of the MPF have a
path imbalance of 40 m, corresponding to T0 = 200 ns and resulting in a FSR of 5 MHz.
However, this filter response is not matched with the simulated result (red line) as shown in
Fig. 12. Although their FSRs are equal, their notch positions are different. This can be
explained as follows: the BPF introduced 6 and 10 dB optical power attenuations to the upper
frequency sideband and the OC, respectively, as shown in Fig. 11. It means that the OC was
located at the edge of the BPF bandwidth and thus suffered more attenuation than the upper
frequency sideband. Therefore, the BPF will introduce a phase shift φBFP(vC) to the OC just as
the FBG [18]. In this case, the filter response can be expressed as

H '(v)  a1  a2 eiBPF (vC ) ei (2 vT )  H (v 

BPF (vC )
).
2 T

(5)

The notch positions of the filter are changed by φBFP(vC)/ 2πT. However, this phase shift
φBFP(vC) can be compensated by adjusting the dc bias of the DPMZM, V3, which also
introduces a phase shift to OC, as shown in Fig. 12 (green line). It must be pointed out that, by
adjusting V3, the notch position of the filter is varied while maintaining the shape and the FSR
of the frequency response unchanged since the TTD between the two arms of the filter is
fixed.
Next, we implemented a SBS-induced delay in the upper branch of the filter. In this case,
the BPF was replaced by a short fiber which was used to compensate the time delay
introduced by the BPF. The SCT technique predicts that a TTD can be generated, which must
lead to a different FSR of the MPF since the time delay is changed [18,19]. Figure 13
confirms that the FSR of the MPF changes when the pump signal (13.4 dBm, Type I
modulation) was applied. The SBS generated a time delay of ~21.4 ns with ~15 MHz
bandwidth. This means that the FSR should be increased up to 5.6 MHz. In this case, for TTD
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operation, 154° of OC compensation is needed, according to Eq. (3). Figure 13 shows an
excellent agreement of the measured and the simulated frequency responses of the MPF
without and with SBS process.

Normalized RF power (dB)

20

Simulated response (without SBS)
Measured response (without SBS)
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FSR=5 MHz
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Fig. 13. Measured and simulated frequency response of the MPF without and with SBS
process.

5. Conclusion
We have experimentally demonstrated a tunable TTD line with SCT using DPMZM and SBSinduced slow light. The configuration to realize TTD consists of two main blocks: photonic
RF phase shifter which is independent of RF frequency and SBS-based slow light. The
separate tuning of the OC phase up to 360° has been simply achieved by adjusting the bias
voltage of the DPMZM. Moreover, the SBS process was not only used to introduce a constant
group delay across the RF bandwidth of interest, but also used to realize SSB modulation.
Three types of SBS-induced slow light and SSB modulation configuration have been
demonstrated. Finally, the TTD operation of the proposed method has been clearly verified by
the two-tap MPF as the FSR of the filter was varied.
It should be pointed that the center frequency of the RF signal is frequency-tunable. The
RF signal of 8 GHz was arbitrarily chosen in the experiment. In principle, the proposed
technique works for arbitrarily high RF, which is only limited by the bandwidth of the optical
transmitter and receiver employed. The SBS-induced delay time and signal bandwidth can be
controlled by using the pump modulation method [12–15]. The bandwidth of the SBS can be
broadened up to its limit (~12 GHz) [24] which can allow us to operate the system at larger
RF bandwidth.
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